2022

7.62
6.5 CREEDMOOR
6MM CREEDMOOR

6612

Available in .308, 6.5 Creedmoor and 6.0 Creedmoor the WY 6612 is the answer for hunting large
game Or use as a designated marksman rifle.
Based on the G2 technology, this platform has a lighter, smaller frame that adds to ease of use.

BARREL LENGTH
18", 22" - 1/8 twist on 6.0 & 6.5 CM 1/10 twist on .308

BARREL
Wyoming Arms stainless steel, double stress
relieved, SB nitride and hand lapped match
grade barrel. Wyoming Arms proprietary
titanium barrel nut and barrel profile

TRIGGER
Geissele Hi Speed trigger with ceramic
coating 2 3/4 lbs first stage and 1 lb second
stage

GAS SYSTEM
Direct Impingement gas system
Rifle-Length gas system for superior reliability.

RECEIVERS
7075 T6 billet upper with redesigned case
deflector for mitigating case damage.
7075 T6 billet lower with integral trigger
guard and flared magazine well.

5.56
.300 BO
6.5 GRENDEL

6600

The Modern Sporting Rifle; the WY 6600 is the
ultimate predator rifle.
It boasts 1/2 MOA, ambidextrous bolt catch &
safety and an upgraded hi-speed trigger.

BARREL LENGTH
16", 18", 20" - 1/8 twist

BARREL
Wyoming Arms stainless steel, double stress
relieved, SB nitride and hand lapped match
grade barrel. Wyoming Arms proprietary
titanium barrel nut and barrel profile

TRIGGER
Geissele Hi Speed trigger with ceramic
coating 2 3/4 lbs first stage and 1 lb second
stage

GAS SYSTEM
Direct Impingement gas system. Mid-Length
gas system on 16″ or 18″ barrel and rifle gas
on 20″ barrel for superior reliability.

RECEIVERS
7075 T6 billet upper with redesigned case
deflector for mitigating case damage.
7075 T6 billet lower with integral trigger
guard and flared magazine well.

5.56

2200

Civilian version of our most popular LE firearm.

BARREL LENGTH
12.7" or 11.7" - 1/7 twist

BARREL
Wyoming Arms stainless steel, double stress
relieved, SB nitride.

TRIGGER
Custom trigger.

GAS SYSTEM
Direct Impingement gas system. Mid-Length
gas system.

RECEIVERS
7075 T6 forged upper hard coat anodized.
7075 T6 forged lower hard coat anodized.

.22 RIMFIRE
FOR MULTIPLE CALIBERS
SUCH AS .22MAG & .17HMR

42AL/52AL
4 INCHES UNDER 4 OUNCES
5 INCHES UNDER 5 OUNCES
Aluminum construction for durability and light weight. Hard
anodized for strength.
Designed to provide enough suppression to be used hunting
while maintaining the smallest and lightest package. Low back
pressure. User serviceable. Mono core design.
1/2×28 direct thread
4″ x under 4oz in Aluminum
.22 Rimfire for multiple calibers such as .22Mag and .17HMR

6.5MM
6.0MM
5.56
.30CAL

43SS/53SS
4 INCHES 8 OUNCES
5 INCHES 10 OUNCES
Stainless steel construction for durability,
but with the small size, we still maintain the
lighter weight. Stainless steel suppressors
are nitrided for strength and durability.
Designed to provide enough suppression to
be used hunting while maintaining the
smallest and lightest package. Low back
pressure. User serviceable. Mono core
design.

Direct thread

6.5MM
6.0MM
5.56
.30CAL

42TI/52TI
4 INCHES 4 OUNCES
5 INCHES 5 OUNCES
Titanium construction for durability and light
weight.
Designed to provide enough suppression to
be used hunting while maintaining the
smallest and lightest package. Low back
pressure. User serviceable. Mono core
design.
Direct thread

